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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, LYCURGUS THURSTON, 

of Findlay, in the county of Hancock and 
State of Ohio, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Pocket Sun-Dials or 
Solarscopes, of which the following is a speci 
fication: 

Figure 1 is a plan view, showing the dial 
and compass combined. Fig. 2 is a central 
vertical section of the same device. Fig. 3 is 
a plan view, showing modification of construc 
tion. Fig. 4 is a detail in section of device 
as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a detail showing 
a hinged and extensible gnomon. 
The purpose of the present invention is to 

provide such improvements in pocket-dials or 
solarscopes as will enable the same to be put 
into the most compact form; and the novelty 
consists more particularly in a box having on 
its upper face the dial, with a hinged gnomon, 
which will be depressed by and held down 
when the box-cover is placed over the face of 
the dial, and, when the cover is removed, be 
returned to its erect position by means of a 
spring concealed within the box, all as will 
now be more fully and clearly set out and ex 
plained. 
In the accompanying drawings, A denotes 

the box, in the upper part of which is placed 
the dial-face B, marked with numerals and 
signs, as is usual in dials, to indicate hour and 
minute points. C is the gnomon, hinged on or 
to the dial-face. It may be so hinged that it 
shall have a vertical movement in the slot b 
in the dial-face, as now shown in Fig. 1. m 

In this construction the gnomon will, when 
the box-cover a is taken off, be forced up into 
its position for use by the spring d, fixed inside 
the box; and when the cover is put upon the 
box, it will force down the gnomon, so that its 
upper end or point will be quite even with the 
dial-face. It may be well to provide guides i 
on the inside of the box for the gnomon to 
move in. Such construction might insure 
more certainty in movement of the gnomon. 

While I have above shown in one way how 
the gnomon may be operated by a spring, it is 
very evident that in mere detail of construc 
tion this idea, can be changed in many WayS 
as, for instance, in the manner shown in Figs. 
3 and 4, where, instead of sliding vertically in 
a slot, the gnomon is adapted to be folded 
down flat upon the face of the dial when the 
box-cover is applied, but will, when the cover 
is off, be held vertically erect by the action of 
the spring on its arm. 

For convenience in adjusting the dial for 
use, a compass, E, is also set in the dial-face. 
The compass can, of course, be used independ 
ently of the other parts when simply needed 
as a compass. 

If desired, the gnomon may be made exten 
sible, as indicated in Fig. 5, so as to give it 
any suitable degree of height. 
As thus made, the solarscope can be put 

into a small, compact, and neatpackage when 
the cover is placed over the box, and in this 
shape can be readily carried in the pocket, 
The construction of the device is very simple, 
and requires but small cost. 

Having thus described my invention, what 
I consider new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is 

1. In a sun-dial or solarscope, the combina 
tion of a hinged gnomon with a spring, Sub 
stantially as and for the purposes set forth. 

2. In a sun-dial or solarscope, the box A, 
having cover a, face B, suitably marked with 
hour and minute points, spring d, and hinged 
gnomon C, the whole constructed and combined 
substantially as shown and described. . 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 
my own. I affix my signature in presence of 
two witnesses. 

LYCURGUSTEURSTON. 

Witnesses: 
EPAPHRODITUS SNY DER, 
PETER PIFER. 


